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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this project was to better understand cultural change over time in Western
Sicily. We performed archaeological survey in Western Sicily to gather evidence of early
contact with Phoenicians in this particular area. Research was conducted over a six-week
period of survey at Mokarta, near the city of Salemi. Collection at Site 159 included
retrieval o f over 1200 diagnostic pottery shreds, which were analyzed for cultural
characteristics. Significant findings included an artifact-rich site with a nearly complete
chronological record, ranging from the Prehistoric Iron-Age to the Late Mediaeval
period. Evidence of Phoenician inter-island trade during the early centuries BC was
confirmed. Evidence also shows that this pattern of inter-island trade continued late in
the Roman period. The scope of this project is limited by the small area of research, and
would benefit from a regional analysis o f neighboring sites.

Ceramic Survey Analysis In the Mediterranean:
Examining Phoenician Implications in Western Sicily

Introduction
Intensive archaeological survey in western Sicily has revealed an artifact littered
landscape in which presents pertinent information on the rich cultural past of this area. It
is quite apparent within the high concentration of artifacts, that western Sicily certainly
obtains an intriguing prehistoric, as well as historic, chronology of cultures, in which
survey has played an intensive role in uncovering. The regional flexibility o f survey has
presented a clear cultural map, as well as defined many o f the more allusive rural
settlements in this area. Although the work grueling in the hot Sicilian sun, survey has
had a defining impact in deciphering the past of the “bread basket” o f the Mediterranean.
While trudging over freshly plowed fields we uncovered a dense blanket of pottery sherd,
lithics, faunal material, and tile fragments. Over six weeks of intensive survey collected
42,901 sherds, as well as identified 3066 diagnostics. The sites are scattered throughout
the Mokarta Mountain and it’s valley, as well as the valley o f Montagne Grande, with a
full range o f prehistoric occupation to Norman and Islamic settlements. The main focus
of this paper is SI 59, a small but artifact dense area located on the southern slopes of
Mokarta, nestled in the valley. This particular site exhibits a significant chronological
past, containing ceramic sherds that insinuate long periods of occupation and diverse
cultures, for well over a millennium. In particular the chronology can be categorized into
six major cultural areas:

Prehistoric

3000 BC - 900 BC

Neolithic & Iron Age
Hellenistic*

6“ C. BC - 3™C. BC

Early & Late Roman

2“ C. BC - 1st C. BC

Republic
Early &

Is*C. BC -2M C. AD

Late Roman Empire

2°* C. AD - 5“ C. AD

Byzantine

6,# C. AD - 8th C.AD

Medieval

8“ C. A D - 15“ C. AD

* Includes Corinthian, Punic & Greek

It is important to note the substantial influence of early cultures such as Punic,
Corinthian, Greco- Italica, and Greek within this area, because little is known about their
contact with Western Sicily. This article will address the cultural implications of a
Phoenician- Punic component through the complete analysis of the 100% collection,
which retrieved many “Hellenistic” amphora pieces.
In the 8th and 7th C BC the first contacts with the Greek and Phoenician culture arose on
the island of Sicily (Leighton 219). While the Greeks focused mainly on the east coast
the Phoenicians spread across western Sicily:
By the time 5th C. BC began, Sicily was becoming sharply divided into rival
spheres o f influence: Carthaginians in the extreme west, Greeks in the east, north,
and south, and the Sikels and Elymians (native Sicilians) in and around the
colonial centers in the east and west respectively (Soren 55).
At this time amphorae became the predominant container or vessel for the transportation
of trade goods in the Mediterranean used, “ for transporting liquid commodities such as
wine, olive oil, and fish sauces, but were, on occasion, employed for a large variety of
other substances (Peacock & Williams 2). The research pertinent to this article refers in
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detail to the cultural age, character, decoration, and form of the material artifacts
collected within the site. Evidence o f long cultural occupation, and a thriving elite
Roman villa can be derived from the assessment o f the artifacts collected on site.
Through addressing the issues of such early contact in this particular area I will
specifically expand on the following questions: 1) did trade relations exist between
Phoenician settlers with indigenous Sicilian groups; and 2) why this particular area hosts
an immense array of both early and late cultural evidence, including pieces as early as
Neolithic and Iron Age. As we experienced in the survey o f the entire area, it is quite
rare to find one site with such a complete chronological record in the surface evidence.
It will be important to examine the cultural trends within the pottery evidence,
concentrating on the vessel types such as amphorae, cookware, and pithoy for the insight
these pieces can offer pertaining to past cultures. The article will also address vessel
quality including coarse, medium, and fine ware to answer a third question pertaining to
the size and organization of the Roman villa, evident at this site. The importance of
analyzing the character of the pottery vessels can be see in the qualification o f the coarse
and fine wares in the Mediterranean. While the purpose of coarse wares, especially
amphorae are their association with trade and agricultural production, fine wares are
indicative of a different process:
While amphorae reflect one aspect o f primary supply (food stuffs), the
distribution of fine ware reflect the secondary industries which attach themselves
generated by that aspect of primary supply (JA Riely)
In other words, while amphorae relate to trade relations with respect to agricultural
production, fine wares relate directly to organization and surplus created through primary
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supply. So while amphorae can offer insight into trade relations, the fine ware shed
evidence on the extent of organization and proliferation of an area.

The Physical Geography of M okarta
Mokarta is a small mountain located in the town o f Salemi in western Sicily. At
the base o f this mountain lies SI 59, tucked into its valley. Located in the close proximity
of this site are two natural springs, providing an ideal living location, as well as optimal
agricultural zone. The rising agricultural demand during both prehistoric and historic
times made the rich soils of this valley an exceptional location for farming. Mokarta,
itself, is a known site o f Bronze Age occupation, which had been excavated in 1988. It
has been hypothesized that this settlement was attacked late in the Bronze Age, which
initiated a movement of the settlement to the top of the larger, nearby mountain of
Polizzo. The occupation o f Polizzo is theorized to span late into the post-iron Age until
threats of warfare subsided. Intensive survey o f the entire area around the site of Mokarta
revealed dozens o f occupational sites, particularly Bronze and Neolithic at higher
elevations, and thriving Roman settlements located in the valley. S I59 is particularly
intriguing because o f its dense artifact landscape, small area, and location near a known
well.

However it is important to note that Iron Age sherds were identified at and within

this site, and the valley o f Mokarta. This data in itself presents an intriguing question of
whether the Iron Age settlements were truly taking “refuge” on Polizzo, or if there is a
possibility that these early settlements were, in fact, still employing the rich soils of
Mokarta’s valley.
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Research Design

The methodology and research design of this study included both survey
collection of surface material artifacts, as well as the quantitative analysis o f sample data
collections from western Sicily in SI 59 at the base o f the small Mokarta Mountain, in the
town of Salemi. The project was conducted under the direction of Dr. Michael Kolb in
the summer o f2000, over a six-week period. Survey is crucial in this particular area to
define cultural boundaries, identify sites, as well as create a broad based regional map of
cultural occupation. The samples collected were obtained on the southwestern slope of
the mountain, in close proximity of a well. Survey methodology consisted of small
groups of pedestrian, five to fifteen, walking transects o f land spaced at 15 meters, 33%
land coverage. Diagnostic pieces were collected, while non-diagnostic sherds were
counted, with hand counters, according to their coarse, medium and fine characteristics.
Determination o f the site was based on the high concentration and density o f surface
artifacts. Initial survey counted and collected 3468 surface artifacts, with a large
percentage of

33% Survey*

Counts

Iron Age

6

Greek

8

Early Roman

2

Roman

3432

Norman

17

Medieval

20

Islamic

1

diagnostic pieces.
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After preliminary sorting of the 33% collection, which was comprised o f sorting artifacts
into groups pertaining to culture and ranking of coarse, medium, and fine character, I
decided to conduct a 100% collection of the area. The boundaries o f the site are defined
and presented in Figure 1.

The protocol for the 100% collection included gathering all diagnostic: lip, hand, rim,
base, and decorated sherds, in this area. This collection yielded 881 pieces. Lab analysis
was then used to place each individual diagnostic into a timeline as well as cultural
group, while also categorizing each piece into varying degree’s of firing, levigation,
manufacturing technique, and function and decoration. Decoration throughout the many
time periods mainly exhibited incisions, stamps, slips or burnishes. The form, or
functions, o f these pieces were also a very pertinent part o f the analyzation process. In
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particular the amphorae will lend key evidence, because these pieces have been the most
intensively researched by others, as well as easily dateable. The data was then analyzed
for its quantitative functions relating to this article.

Results
The data analyzed for the results presented in this paper progress from a
preliminary 33% assemblage o f pottery sherds, and is then supplemented with the 100%
collection. The original 33% assemblage consists of 387 pieces, and the 100%
assemblage is composed o f 881 pieces. In analyzing the data cross tabulations were
made to determine character, decoration, and vessel shape in relation to cultural
chronology. The sections are divided into the major chronological grouping that has been
presented in this article.

SI59: Prehistoric:
Prehistoric sherds have been defined and dated at 3000-900 BC, and include
Neolithic pottery as well as Iron Age. A total o f five sherds and one lithic were
determined to be prehistoric, of which three sherds dated to 5000- 3000BC, and two
dated to 900- 500BC. All pieces were determined to be coarse, unfully fired, and made
with indigenous, gritty clay. O f these, two were determined with a dark slipped
decoration, and three with no decoration. Of the five sherds there were two rims, two
handles, and one body sherd. Three pieces’ classified function of cooking pot, one pithoy
lip, and one unknown function.
In 100% survey four Early Iron Age pieces were identified, and 19 unidentified.
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S I 59: Hellenistic:
Image 1 is an example o f a Corinthian amphorae rim, while Image 2 depicts a
classic Punic style rim o f amphorae.

Image 1: Corinthian Amphora Rim

Image 2: Punic Amphora Rim

Hellenistic sherds have been defined as 6lh-3rd BC and include Corinthian, Greek,
Punic. A total o f twelve sherds fall into this category in the 33% survey collection. O f
which eight Greek pieces dating at 6th C. BC, all fine wares. There were also three coarse
Punic pieces at 6th - 4th BC: two bases, two handles, five rims, and three body sherds, and
one classifiable Punic amphora. O f this collection four were decorated, two with red slip,
and three white slipped.
100% survey yielded one Corinthian amphora 6C BC, 21 pieces o f Punic mortar dishes,
including 19 rims and 2 other Greek influenced mortars. 100% collection also retrieved
seven black glazed Hellenistic Greek pieces.
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H ellen istic
S u rv ey D ata

33%

100%

Corinthian

0

1

(7 th- 6th C. B C )

Punic

(6 ,h-4 ,h c. B C )

3

21

Greek

(6 th c. B C )

8

7

S I59: Early and Late Roman Republic:
Image 3 exemplifies a typical Roman sherd, being highly fired and the
characteristic dark orange o f most Roman pottery.

Image 3: Roman Jug Handle

There is only a very slight concentration o f Early Roman Republic pieces. At this
site a total o f two in the 33% survey collection were found: one medium Early Roman
Republic dating at 2nd BC, as well as one coarse Greco Italica amphora, pictured in Image
4, dating at 4th-2nd BC. Late Roman Republic yielded two medium, and two coarse
pieces dating 1st BC.
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The 100% yielded five Greco Italica amphorae, 5-2nd C. BC, four Late Greco Italica, 32nd C. BC, and five Late Roman Republic pieces: four Lamboglia 2, produced in Spain,
used for the export o f olive oil, and three Dressel 1 amphorae, dated at 1BC, which
evolved from the Greco- Italica amphorae, and were used in the transport wine (Peacock
& Williams).

E a r ly & L a te R o m a n
R e p u b lic
S u r v e y D a ta
Greco Italica

33%

100%

1

9

1

3

2

5*

(5 th- 2 nd B C )

Early Roman Republic
(2 nd B C )

Late Roman Republic
( I st B C )

*Amphorae

Image 4: Greco-Italica Amphora Rim
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S I59: Early & Late Roman Empire:
Early Roman Empire also yielded few pieces in the 33% survey. A total of: two
coarse and two fine. However the 100% survey retrieved six Dressel 2-4 amphorae dated
at 1BC-1AD. The Dressel 2-4 amphorae are Greco-Roman amphorae mainly produced
in the Western Mediterranean as a wine amphora for the Early Empire. One Dressel 2-4
lA dated at 1BC-1AD, produced in Spain to transport fish based products. The collection
also included a Tripolitana 1, marking the shift in olive oil production and export from
Spain to Africa, where this amphora originates. There were also seventy pieces of
Sigillata, or Roman fine ware identified.
The highest density o f artifacts were retrieved from the Late Roman Empire, and
can be concluded to be the era in which the villa was at its height. A total of 340
diagnostics were found. Of which 95 coarse, 82 fine, and 161 medium quality. In
addition, 73 coarse amphora bases were identified in the 33% collection. Out of the total
340 diagnostics collected 83 bases were identified, 29 medium, 16 fine, 8 coarse. 85
handles were identified with 40 medium, 4fine, and 41 coarse. Three stamped lamp
pieces were retrieved with 2 fine and 1 medium. The total rim count was 140 with 68
medium rims, 39 fine and 33 coarse. Found also two black slipped pieces, a majority
were white slipped and 28 pieces were incised. A total o f 30 diagnostic pieces of
cookware were found, as well as five identifiable pieces of Roman glass.
In the 100% collection 72 amphora pieces were retrieved. Dressel 20, from
Spain, African amphora, and Tripolitana amphora pieces. Nearly all amphorae in this era
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were derived from trade connections in Africa. Also retrieved were 55 pieces of
sigillata, 1 mortar, and 133 pieces of cookware.

Early & Late Roman
Empire
Survey Data

33%

100%

Early Roman Empire

4

70*

Amphorae

0

8

Late Roman Empire

340

73

266

72

(1C.BC-1 C. AD)

(1 C. A D - 5 C.AD)

Amphorae

*Sigillata (Italian Fine Ware)

S I59: Byzantine:
Total o f four pieces were found in the 33% survey o f Byzantine ware. Of these
two are coarse and two medium pieces. Two pieces were identified as rims, two
decorated with incised wavy lines and a white slip. In the 100% eight pieces were
identified as Byzantine ware.

SI 59: Medieval:
Medieval pieces identified during survey include Norman and Islamic wares.
Their large hunky temper, coarse gritty fabric and white exterior slip make them easily
identifiable as Norman pieces. A total o f 20 mediaeval pieces were identified in the 33%
survey. O f these 16 were specifically categorized as Norman, with 14 coarse and two
medium. The remaining four were unidentified as a specific culture and were categorized
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as all coarse. Of these twenty pieces 7 rims were identified five handles and four bases.
In the 100% collection we retrieved twenty-two identifiable Norman diagnostics.

Discussion

After reviewing the data it seems appropriate to concentrate on the amphorae evidence to
answer the questions o f this paper. Amphorae were key in trade packaging in antiquity.
Woolfe explicitly states that, “ Amphorae are the best guide to patterns of production,
exchange, and consumption in the ancient world.. .(284).” It is in my opinion that the
amphorae evidence at SI 59 projects an evident component of inter island trade relations,
and furthermore is indicative an evident trade route that surely connects S I59 with a
larger area.
These vessels, therefore, lend the most significant evidence into the past
commerce and trade relationships within early economies o f Sicily. I feel the amphorae
evidence at S I59 suggests a coastal Phoenician- Punic settlement, with a trade route
cross-cutting S I59. Many ancient writings back up the suggestion that Phoenicians
possessed early occupation on the Island o f Sicily:
Phoenicians, too, had settlements all around Sicily, on promontories along the
seacoast, which they walled off, and on the adjacent islets, for the sake of trade
with the Sides. But when the Hellenes also began to come in by sea in large
numbers, the Phoenicians left most o f these places [emporia], and settled together
living in Motya, Soloeis [Solunto], and Panormus [Palermo], near the
Elymi... (Thucydides vi.2.6)

Robert Leighton argues that there is little archaeological evidence to solidify Thucydides
claim that the Phoenicians had early contact with the indigenous Sicilians. However, the
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survey at SI 59 yielded significant quantities of classifiable Corinthian and Punic
amphora, as well as a sizable amount of Punic mortar. The amphorae at SI 59 are
indicative o f a definite trade relationship within the interior of western Sicily. If the
Phoenicians were not trading with early settlement in the interior, than whom were they
trading with? The Romans had not yet arrived on Sicily, and there is little Greek
component at this site to suggest a Hellenistic settlement. It is most likely the coastal
Phoenician settlements were trading wine and pottery into the interior, in exchange for
excess food produced in the hinterland. Leighton has conducted a significant amount of
work in Sicily over the years, and lends insight into the culture and economy o f the Iron
Age settlements in this area:
Although we know little about their political organization, Iron Age society was
one o f articulated social roles... The presence of warriors, weavers, potters, metal
workers and traders can at least be inferred. Moreover, this was a time of
technological innovation and intensification of local production... (Leighton 188)

Barley was a large staple crop in the Iron Age and was cultivated widely in this time;
however there is little evidence that grapes were domesticated and cultivated by these
societies (205). Transactions with these local communities by the Phoenicians on the
island o f Sicily most likely consisted of a trade of wine into the hinterland in exchange
for excess barely, metal work, and woven goods. The evidence of a high concentration of
Punic mortar, which were used as grain grinding dishes, at S I59, would suggest that
utilitarian goods were also being traded at this time as well.
It is the discovery o f the Greco- Italica amphora in close succession o f the Punic
and Corinthian pieces that leads my conclusion into the next cultural time period. The
Early Roman provinces, in Sicily, were a result of the 1st Punic war, when the Romans
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expelled the Phoenicians from the island (Leighton pg). As the data illustrates, there is
little Early Roman Republic component at SI 59, but a substantial amount o f an Early
Roman imitation of Greek amphorae, classified as Greco- Italica. These amphorae were
commonly produced in Sicily for transporting wine (Peacock & Williams). It is likely
that when the Romans expelled the Phoenicians from the western coast of Sicily, the
Early Romans set up coastal settlements and took over the already established Phoenician
trade connections. It was within the early and late Roman Empire that the Romans
spread into the interior, after having established strong coastal trade centers, and S I59
was chosen for an ideal location of a villa, as agricultural production became intensified
in the interior. The closely defined agrarian hinterlands seem implicit in linking
farmsteads, such as S I59, with market centers and trade cities. It seems apparent that the
port cities drew their wealth from the countryside and the trade of its excess production
(Barker 200). Barkers extensive work in the Bifemo Valley and recent archaeological
research suggests, “ The great proliferation of the villa system o f agriculture in Italy
belongs to the 1st C. BC.. .(210)”. Romanization of the countryside, as well as the
establishment o f Roman villas in Sicily surely followed the same trend, and would
unquestionably be in direct relation to an established trade route.

It is of great

importance to also note the increase in fine wares during the Early and Late Roman
Empire. Fine ware is slowly introduced in the Early Roman Empire, 70 pieces of
sigillata, and then there is a marked increase o f all pottery as well as fine ware in the Late
Roman Empire.
C h a ra c te r

C oarse

M edium

Fine

Late Roman Empire*

95

162

82

*33% Survey
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As trade relations were strongly established secondary organizations grew as well as the
wealth and desire for finer trade goods. It is likely that wealth was abundant in this area
during the Late Roman period, as the villa was thriving. It also seems plausible that a
nearby city offered outlets for commerce in and around this area. As surplus agricultural
goods were being traded out o f Sicily, fine wares from Italy and other areas were being
exchanged on a large scale during this period. It seems that this degree of organization
and coordination would be indicative of a closely connected trade city on this route. I
believe it is highly possible that there is a city located near site 159, however further
investigation of the area will be necessary to resolve this issue.
Discussion o f the Byzantine and Medieval pieces identified at SI 59 will be short.
This is a period of great turmoil and chaos in the history o f Sicily, and there is still little
known about the time. Due to the small concentration of artifacts from this time period it
is hard to pinpoint exactly what is happening in regard to this time, however it is likely
that these cultures were also employing the soils o f the area as did their predecessors.

Conclusion

S I59 exhibits extraordinary qualities in many aspects. Not only is the high
density o f artifacts in a confined area unusual, but the nearly complete chronological
record represented within the collection is rare as well. Why this particular area hosts
such an immense array o f cultural material and long occupational period, from prehistoric
Iron Age to a thriving Roman villa, is an intriguing question. It seems that early
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prehistoric societies were inevitably drawn to Mokarta, which, even then, possessed a
wealth o f cultivatable land and easily assessable water sources. Unlike Pollizo, where
water supply was scarce, people o f this area were able to employ the rich soils and
natural springs late into the Iron Age. Early traders, such as the Phoenician, quickly
recognized this prosperous area and formed stable trade alliances with the indigenous
groups living at Mokarta These trade alliances perpetuated into the late centuries before
Christ, and into the next millennium. Conditions in the area were optimal for large-scale
agricultural production and trade. Such an ideal area for intense production evolved into
prospering Roman economies, linked by long established trade routes and a known
Roman road, which most certainly cross cuts the south side of Mokarta, connecting
Palermo and Marsala.
Early evidence o f inter-island trade is quite present at SI 59. It is tangible that
Iron Age societies continued to occupy and cultivate the land in and around the mountain
o f Mokarta. These early communities participated in trade with established Phoenician
settlements on the coast of Sicily. It seems apparent that agricultural production
intensified and alliances were formed between early societies and Phoenician settlers.
Excess barley, woven goods, and iron implements were likely trade goods for wine
imported by the Phoenicians. After the 1st Punic war the Romans precipitated these trade
alliances, evident in the Greco-Italic amphorae identified at S I59, which are, in essence,
the only Early Roman pieces present in the collection. It is interesting to note in Figure 2
the relative rise in pottery in the 6th and 5th C. BC, and the dramatic drop in the 2nd and 1st
C BC. The lack of Early Roman sherds and rise in Greco-Italica amphorae could be
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indicative o f a possible lull in international trade and Roman expansion, during the
turbulent period of war, and shift o f focus to the agricultural hinterlands o f Sicily.

BC

BC

BC

BC

BC

BC

BC

BC

AD

AD

AD

AD

AD

AD

AD

C e n tu rie s

Figure 2: Pottery Trends Over Time Present at S159

This aspect o f inter-island trade is crucial in understanding the ancient commerce
and cultural alliances during a time period in which little is known about in Western
Sicily. As the Romans continued to thrive on the island, it seems evident there was a
shift into the interior with the intensification o f agriculture. It is during the Late Roman
Empire in which the villa at S I59 flourishes, most likely due to a rise in agricultural
exportation in exchange for finer trade goods, manifested in the higher densities o f
Sigillata found in this period.
I argue that the rise in organization and coordination o f import and export, evident
at SI 59 in the late centuries o f the Roman Empire, can be linked to some nearby political
and economic center. There is strong evidence that the modem city o f Salemi was once a
prolific Roman city, such as I have suggested. Figure 3 is a map showing the relationship
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o f Site 159 to neighboring Roman sites. Concheria is also a large identified site located
in the close proximity o f SI 59. It has been established that an ancient Roman road did
exist in this area, however the precise location and route has not been fully determined. It
is highly evident, due to the material collected at both S I59 and the nearby Concheria,
this road passed through the south valley o f Mokarta, connecting the ancient city of
Salemi with both Marsala and Palermo.

SALEM I

S IT E 159
o

•

O *C O N C E R IA

w
M O KARTA

Figure 3. Regional map of the Mokarta region. Roman sites arc marked as circles.

Although the data and research lends solutions to many o f the questions presented in this
article, further research o f the area can enhance the understanding o f the rich past of
Western Sicily. More concrete evidence o f Iron Age occupation could certainly augment
conclusions drawn in this article. The collection o f SI 59 is also scarce in early
Corinthian and Punic wares, pivotal in the discussion, as well as the narrow view
expressed in data collected from merely one small site constricts conclusions o f regional
cultural variation over time. My recommendation for a more extensive understanding o f
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SI 59, and comprehensive conception of the region around this site, involves several
steps. First, the excavation of SI 59 will lend key evidence in the chronology o f the site,
as well as the size and structure o f the villa. Second, a 100% survey collection of the
region related to this site, in the south valley of Mokarta, will add regional data for
comparison of cultural occupation through the time periods presented in this article.
Third, extensive survey o f the city of Salemi, complete 33% and 100% collection of
Concheria, and careful analyzation of the data collected, will add continuity to the theory
of a nearby Roman city and road related directly to SI 59.
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